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I. Introduction 

It is now a wall established fact that the adatom-adatom inte
raction is an important factor determining ~ny aspects of thermody
namic and kinetic properties ot crystal surtaces with chemiaorbed 
species. It is most cleerly demonstrated by the tendency of chemisor
bed layers to form distinct phases which possess well defined two-di
mensional periodicity and order 111. Recently, a considerable atten
tion bas been given to e%pertmental observations and calculation ot 
superstructures ot two-dimensional surtace lattices with adsorbate 
and to transitions between different phases/21, In these calculations 
the lattice gas approximation bas been used which assumes the rigidi
ty of UDderlying substrate/3-6/, !his approximation was shown to desc
ribe satiatactorily the ezperimental results in many cases, On the other 
band, tbe adsorbate-induced reconstruction, e.g., in tbe case of ad
sorbed hydrogen on tungsten (100) shows the necessity to involve both 
,the adsorbate and substrate into the calculation 161, The strong de
pendence of the properties. of the adsorbed gas and ot the substrate on 
the state ot its counterpart leads to interesting effects also in ki
netics where it is responsible, e.g., for an oscillatory behaviour ot 
CO oxidation on Pt/7/, 

!he· purpose of our paper is to calculate the influence of chemi
sorbed atoms with .lateral interactions upon the vibrational epect~ of 
surtaca substrata atoms and the effect ot dynamical properties ot the 
substrate on the thermodynamic properties ot the adsorbed lattice sas. 

In our calculations we use e simple model simulating properties 
of (100) crystal surtaoea witb ohemisorbed atoms. We replace the sur
tees substrate layer by a quadratic two-dimensional harmonic square 
lattice. In both the substrate and adsorbate we assume only nearest. 
neigbbour interactions. The matbod ct oel~ulation based on the Bogc
lubov variational principle and quasicbemical, polynomial and mean 
tield approximations ~or tbo lattice gas ot adsorbed molecules was 
developed in detail in /8/, 
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II. Model Hamiltonian 

Tbe adsorbing surface of a solid is modeled by a mono-atomic 

two-dimeneional lattice. Each adeorbed atom (adatom) ie aeeumed to be 

strongly bouhd to one surface atom. In this case the system surface + 

adatome can be deeoribed by the Hamiltonian 

(1) 

where M and m are the masses of the surface atoms and of the adatoms, 

respectively, P. are their momenta. The interaction between the two 

eurface stoma located at the lattice sites i, r is described by the 

potential ~ If., - f J) depending on the position vectors R. 1 f!.J · • 

The potential J (R. -t l} baa the same meaning as ¢ / R. -R) but in 

tbe system of adsorbed atoms. IW_.: =0, 1 are tbe occupation number 

operators and V is the effective chemical potential of adatoms. These 

are considered in thermodynamical equilibrium with an ideal monoatomic 

gee of low pressure. !l'here:f'ore, it is V = - I [ r l""r) where & has 

the meaning of the energy of adsorption and ;-v r is the chemical 

potential 

'(~i], 
Here P ie the pressure of the gas, ~ is the mass of gas atoms and 

T is temperature. 
Now, using t·he Bogolubov variational method, we. introduce tbe 

model Hamiltonian p L 

. . 7 ' J 
H,.t :: f-.! M, f i 
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in which the. surface atom variables and the adatom variables are se
parated, Tbe dynamic of surface atoms is described by H~· Bore, as 
is usual in the lattice dynamics, the potential energy is expanded 
around the equilibrium positions ~ R~> and on~y first nonzero terms 
are considered. Tbe adetoms are described by the Hamiltonian H..,}; 
which can easily be tran~formed into the known Ising Hamiltonian. Tbe 
variational parameters are determined by tbe minimum of the thermody-

" "" namicel potential with respect to 1"1 , ,4 , , V, and ;}t , Tbese 
conditions yield I 81 ' ' 

(3) 

}{ = < J(t-~)>~ 

I z 
[ M~~ !11] Yo - v t jL:t~ 

where < )' ,_J., 1 <. ~denote the thermal averages with the Hamil-
tonian H.,..~., and /-1.,1 , This. means that now the lattice parameters 
< N, , 4~." > and the adatom parameters < v, , J-t- > depend on tem-
perature ' I, 

III. Tbe tre,uency spectrum of a sur.faoe with adsorbed atoms 

In accordance with the Bogolubov variational method we shall 
investigate two add!tive systems, Tbeir coupling is included in the 
parameters U, , A~-~ , H, and V 0 defined by (3), In order to ana-
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lyse the behaviour of the frequency spectrum, we have to specify the 

structure and the interactions between the surface at~e and)b~tween 

the Bd!>tome, i.e. the potentials ¢ ( ( -f, ) and J ~~- -R 3 • We 

shall assume the simplest case when the surface has a structure of the 

simple square lattice with interactions (the central and noncentral} 

between nearest neighbours only. The adatoms interact with their nea

rest neighbours by central ~orcas only. We assume further that the 

adatam-substrate interaction leads bestaes changes in the interaction 

constants and the masses of the surface atoms, to a change of the 

lattice parameters, but without changing the shape of the cell. 

FOr this reason A in equations (2,3} is the foroe constant matrix 

of the simple aquare lattice. It ia diagonal with two nonzero elements 

( A1 - the central, A,- the noncentral}. The frequenciea of the sur

face vibrations are then given by the known relation/9/ 

(4} 

and cyclic for the polarization ~ = 2 1 where tV is the lattice 

parameter, y iB' the wave vector with components cy 7 and f!z. • Tbe 

displacement correlation function is· given by the formula 

J- uo '{~> tv 

w l It) 

The correlation function may be found analytically only in the high 

temperature limit 

.. )<) I [n-J ,;-;;:; A, __ __f 1;-;:;1 
<:(X,~ rRv, TT}A1 vv~1rx-:; ,_A<, ""off( .(5} 

It is convenient to define the potentials ~ / R' - f< l. J and 

J ( R, - ~ 
1
. ) by mean,; of the coefficients of their expansions. 

Then, as was shown in /B/, for our model of the surface and adatom eye•' 

tem the first and third equation of (J} bas the simple form 

A, = s· 1 1- c <: "'"' ""~· > ../; 

4, = {;' .(, 



when 61 and R~ are the nonzero elements Of the force constant mat
rix, of the clean surface, or in other .words, B1 and /J2 are the se
cond-order terms in tho expansion of ~ /K, -f) about the equilibrium 
positions of the clean surface atoms (the first-order ter.ms are iden-
tically zero); }, and e- are' the first and second-order terms in a 
similar expansion for J /( -A~ ) , Tbe quantit:r ){, expresses the 
change of the atomic equilibrium positions if gas atoms are adsorbed 
on the surface. As the atomic equilibrium positione <~">ore dater
mined by the boundary condi~ione which are represented by external 
isotropic pressure rv acting in the surface plane from the force 
equilibrium condition for the surface atome tho following relation 
can be derived: 

{1,, , c- "- />N, ""I > .,..& 

If we now express i /YV~~.>.,_,L and L .?V, /I'Va -~as f'unctions of 
V, and ,_e , then ·the close system of equations ( 3), ( 5), ( 6) 

may be solved and the surface atom frequencies (4) evaluated, 
For ..:::: ~N. > ~ and .(. /I'V. """•· > ,....t· the following approximations 

were used:· 
1) Molecular field approximation (MFA 1) 

' > :;:- / ~ 
'· !W, ""'~· ...A - fV\1 >~ 

for arbitrary neighbouring lattice sites ~ and 

'2) Molecular field approximation (MFA 2) 

< ""· ""r >,_., 0 < ""- >J "- ""', >"" 
< ""-) .,~ , u, .ur f r tl, • it"'"""'' > J )r! 

(8) 

,}' . 

(9) 

if the lattice 
described b:r 

is divided into two 

.!. "":: > J. and .( "", 

interpenetrating lattices 
)~ (a chessboard structure), 
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·3) Quasicbemical approximation 

wbere for 'l€ ZO it is 11- ~ 1 . 

( 11 ) 

't 

"-~ ::> ,J. = z 
~- J 

fvl._ = [ 1 f -7' j1 ( Vo d. d'}] ~1
 

IV. Reeu~te and discussion 

All our numerical calculations of the surface frequencies have 

been performed witb tbe dimensionless quantities. Tbe cboice of tbe 

constant approx~te corresponds to the chemisorption on the real 

cr7stal s~ace, where the resylting nearest neighbour interactions 

are mainly repulsive ( J;? D with few exceptions. We bave put 

'J, = 0,15, [- = 2, tw= 0,11, c/8~ = 1, ll,uJ = 8, /3,//{,_, = 3, 

vr = o.o3. Tbe mesa ratio were taken either 11 /""' = 57 .81, or Nil'"'= 6. 

Tbe ratio of tbe messes M/~ = 57.81 corresponds to hydrogen on 

crystal surface of fJ ~ • 

The dimensionless surface atom·frequency JL'l-:: 1'1~ /81 , corres

ponding to the wave vector 'V; { tr /liN 0) has been calculated in the 

approximations ( 8- 11), Typical resuflts are shown in Pig. 1-3, 

where _n_~ is plotted as a function of T • Here tbe effect of ges 

pressure is also illustrated. It, is evident that at tbe high tel!lpe

reture the crystal surface is clean and the surface atoms vibrate with 

the frequencies which do not depend on the temperature. 
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55 r------------~----, 

. SL.z. 1. The dimensionless surface atom frequency correepoading 
to the IVaVe VeCtOr r = [ J!_ 1 0 ) in tbe quasiobemioal .z., 
approximation (10) as a functioa of teaperatu~ ~sad gas pres-

13'1 sure f = f
0 

p; • The mum.bers at tbe curves meam the value of 
EX. Tbe mass ratio of the surface atom to the gas atom is 
!1/-.1= 57.81. 

ssr-----------------, 

Pig. 2. Tbe same "!B li'ig. 1, but 1a the .,ol.yn0111al decoupli10g (11). 
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55.--------------------, 

0.210 0.170 0.130 009 005 T 001 

Pig. J. Tbe same as Pig. 2, but in the molecular field approximations. 

Tbe .solid lines correspond to MFA 1 (8), the dashed lines cor

respond to MPA 2 (9). MPA 2 differs from MFA 1 only in the mi

ddle part of the curves. 

0210 0.170 0130 009 005 T 001 

Pig. 4. Tbe same as Pig. 1, but for the mass ratio Mlm=6. 
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In our case the surface frequency Jl_ is equal to 4. With decreasing 
the temperature, at constant gas pressure, gas atoms are adsorbed on 

" the crystal surface and J~ becomes a function of the temperature T. 
The maximal value of n_L depends on the adatom mass and corresponds 
to the coverage e=~m~) =1 when the monolayer of the gas atoms is 
adsorbed. It f'ollows from (4) that the growing force constant raises 
the surface frequencies while the effect of the growing mass of atoms 
is opposite. In all the approximations, except MFA 2 (see below l'igs. 
7-8, where the functions 6 and <~"">."" are displayed), 11, end A1 
are monotone increasing in magnitude if T decreases. For the mass ra
tio t1f,.,= 58. 71, that is for the light gsa atom 1DB11s, tbe change of the 
maes of surface atoms has a small influence on the frequency curves and 
these are non-decreasing in the temperature region where <;'h'-w~ are 
emall. Only in the approximation MFA 2, in which the correlations bet
ween neighbouring adatome ar~ overeeti..m8ted (the dashed lines in Fig. 
3), the effect of the mass can exceed the effect of the force constant 
and the surface frequency can decrease with decreasing temperature. 

A different situation is for the heavy gas atoms, in our case it 
is H/~ =G •. Here, the influence of the ehanging mass is also seen at 
small coverage, as it is illustrated in Figs. 4-6. All the curves start 

~ - . 
at {L = 4 end then they decrease due to the increasing mass of surface 
atoms. The decrease of frequencies depends on the correlations between 
the adatoma. If these are neglected, i.e. if .::'ffiiii'V> .:..(/>V~ (MPA 1 ), the 
frequency reaches the minimum at the coverage e = 0.225, as follows 
frpm (4). Tbis minimum frequency is the same for all P (see Fig. 6). 

Pig. 7 shows the typical behaviour of,._:,.,.._,--;. and .( ,.,-..; """"> in the qua
aiohemical approximation. The behaviour of these functions in the po
lynomial approximation is practically the same. For these approxima
tions the relation 

c - ;s ,_e, 
..(.....vvt"YV> ~ .(./W> e-

is satisfied if the coverage i~ emall. 
The adSorption isotherms evaluated 1~ the molecular field appro

~imation ere shown in Pig. B. The dependence of () versus T at fixed 
gee pressUre has a similar character. It is known that our mod~l of 
an adsorbing surface does not exhibit first order phase transitions 
if the nearest neighbour interaction is repulsive ( U> 0 ). Our re
sults agree with this prediction. 
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T 0.01 

Pig, 5, Tbe same as Pig. 2, but for the mass ratio M/m=6, 
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Pig. 6, Tbe same as Pig, J, but for the mass ratio Mlm=6, 
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Fig. 7. The coverage (the solid linea)_ and the correlation function 
(the dot-and-dashed lines) as a function of temperature ~ 
for the mass ratio M/m=57.81. The calculation are performed 
in the quasicbemical approximation (10). 

Pig. a. P- p -t!l The coverage as a function of gas pressure - o e. at 
fixed ~ (1 - T = 0,045, 2-T ~ 0,065, J-T • 0.105·, 4- T = 0.150). 

For each T the solid line corresponds to MFA 1 (B), the dashed 
lines correspond to MPA 2 (9). The mess ratio is M/m = 57.81. 
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